important dynamic shift in the song's discourse.
[4] Scholars of popular music have long acknowledged the various complexities of song personas and narrative voice. (1) It is no secret that lyrics frequently involve changes in tone, character, and addressees, including both real and fictional audiences. As Simon Frith astutely observes, the question of "Who is singing to whom?" can be staggeringly complex (1996, 184) . This complexity is often directly linked to the deployment of pronouns. David Brackett points out that Elvis Costello often uses pronoun shifters in a way that "creates a sense of multiple narrators or authorial voices" (2000, 194) . Barbara Bradby's seminal research on "girl group" discourse emphasizes the significance of various pronoun pairs, especially the way they position the persona as either subject or object: "active and passive pronoun sequences do not occur randomly, but can be correlated rather precisely with a structural opposition in the meaning of the songs between fantasy and reality" (1990, 350) . Moreover, several scholars have shown how specific shifts in perspective can establish narrative complexity in lyrics and a corresponding change in the music. Nicholls suggests several connections between point of view and instrumentation in The Buggles' "Video Killed the Radio Star" (2007, and Negus shows how changes in perspective can affect narrative meaning in Steely Dan's "Kid Charlemagne" (2012, 383) . [5] What I aim to show with this paper is that the specific movement that I've outlined in the songs above-a path from "distant" narration to more "intimate" discourse-is particularly important and deserves special scholarly attention. (2) It is a template that can guide us in our analysis and interpretation of countless songs. Manifestations of the pattern vary: in some cases, the movement towards intimacy is related to specific changes in the music-form, timbre, harmony, and so forth-while in others, it is an aspect of the lyrics alone. The effect on the song as a whole can range from trivial details to profound complexities. I begin by explaining how these shifts in discourse normally happen and conclude by looking at a number of specific examples. (3) Everything in its Right Place [6] For some readers, the idea that songs tend to move toward more intimate discourse will be intuitively obvious. Effusive emotional expression has always been a fundamental aspect of song. As Rosanna Warren writes, "after [the] early Greeks, the lyric cry rolls down the centuries, inflected differently in different eras and languages, but usually saying or pleading or insisting 'I want' and 'I hurt'" (2008, 270) . It is much less common, in other words, to encounter songs that tell us "he wants" or "she hurts." As Alan Durant points out, the emphasis on "you" becomes especially prominent in rock music: "a density of second-person pronouns and imperatives . . . appears virtually without parallel in song-forms of any earlier periods" (1984, 203) . Thus, if a song does begin from a somewhat distant vantage point, it is perhaps unsurprising that it would eventually move toward intimacy. [7] Such movement directly relates to the way information is unveiled over the course of a song, especially with regard to two essential questions: Who is the song persona and who is being addressed? (See Example 1.) (4) In a consistent third-person narrative, such as Bob Dylan's "Highway 61 Revisited," there is no reference in the lyrics to the narrator, nor to any specific addressee. We might assume that Dylan's song portrays an autobiographical narrator and every listener is an addressee, but nothing in the lyrics confirms those assumptions. Put simply, there is no distinct information about either side of the divide. If a verse were added that specifically acknowledged a narrator or addressee it would change the nature of the discourse. (5) Admittedly, the link between the real-life author and the narrator of a popular song is far more prominent than the link between the author and narrator in literary genres. When we read a third-person narrative by Henry James, we are unlikely to continuously imagine the autobiographical James as the narrator-indeed, in the absence of any unusual rhetorical shifts, a casual reader is unlikely to dwell on the nature of the narrator at all. But in "Highway 61 Revisited," Dylan cannot simply disappear into the storyteller role; for most listeners, a familiarity with his voice and performance style will ensure that he remains an ever-present persona throughout the song. Nevertheless, the lack of any distinct lyrical "I" creates a sense of distance: Dylan's song tells a story that the author appears not to participate in. (6) [8] First-person narration adds a degree of intimacy, because it places the narrator into the song world as the central subject, but the target of the lyrics is left unacknowledged. When Mick Jagger sings, "I can't get no satisfaction," he takes on a persona that could be addressing a specific individual or a large group-maybe everyone who hears the song-but he doesn't supply any information to clarify an intended audience. We have learned something about the song's "I," but nothing about a possible "you." If he had added "Listen girl, I can't get no satisfaction," we would understand the song as a direct address to a particular individual rather than a general first-person narrative.
[9] The next two categories in Example 1 involve second-person address. The last of these, direct address, is the simplest: an addressee is specified and-especially in the case of songs about romantic love-the lyrics provide a clear sense of intimate expression from one person to another (e.g., "I want to hold your hand"). Both the song persona and the addressee are distinctly acknowledged. There is still a great deal that remains unknown about either individual, but the line of communication is clear.
[10] Direct address is by far the most common lyrical perspective and it doesn't require a great deal of explanation. It should, however, be distinguished from what I refer to as "covert" second person, which focuses on the pronoun "you" but involves a hidden narrator, possibly in the mind of the song's narrative subject, rather than a real, physical interlocutor. Example 2 shows the opening verse of Steely Dan's "Do It Again," which narrates the activities of a particular character using the pronoun "you." In such cases, the second-person address is essentially a stand-in for what is, in effect, simply a more personalized version of third-person narration. Instead of a covert narrator telling about what happens to "him," the narrator tells what happens to "you." (7) [11] Many songs consistently adopt one of these four perspectives from beginning to end. In an informal survey of the Rolling Stone top five hundred songs of all time (2011)-mostly classic rock songs-I found that nearly forty percent are consistently presented as second-person, direct address. Close to twenty percent are consistently sung from a first-person perspective. And only about one percent maintain third-person narration for an entire song (covert second person is exceptionally rare as a consistent mode of discourse for complete songs; it occurs somewhat more frequently in genres such as heavy metal, but it does not occur throughout any entire song on the Rolling Stone list). This leaves close to forty percent that shift modes of discourse at some point in the song. And of those songs, the shifts are almost always from a more "distant" perspective to a more "intimate" perspective. (8) [12] As suggested above, this may be intuitively obvious simply because it is easier to add information about who is addressing whom than it is to take it away. The introduction of an addressee-whether an indefinite "you," or a specific name such as "Ruby Tuesday" or "Peggy Sue"-conditions the audience to assume that subsequent lyrics are directed to that same person (even if it might be naïve to make such an assumption). Consider the case of Radiohead's "Everything in its Right Place." This song involves four lines of text sung consecutively. The first is an incomplete sentence: "Everything in its right place." We don't know who is singing to whom and there isn't even a verb to clarify the utterance. (9) The next two lines introduce a first-person narrator: "Yesterday I woke up sucking a lemon," and "There are two colours in my head." But the song then moves on to second-person, direct address: "What was that you tried to say?" We thus have the gradual addition of the pronouns "I" and "you" in a way that shifts the song into a more intimate mode, and it does so just as the song becomes increasingly complex and frenetic, with significant metric displacements.
[13] These lines are somewhat Dadaistic and one could make a case that the ordering of the lyrics wouldn't matter much in terms of the overall meaning of the song. But if the lyrics began with the question "What was that you tried to say?" it would condition us to hear the remaining text as additional direct address. In other words, the statement "There are two colours in my head" would likely be heard as an address to the same "you" from before, rather than interpreted as an isolated thought from a first-person narrator. The expressive shift that happens in the actual lyrics would be lost, from the "distant" opening statement to the final, desperate question asked of the song's mysterious "you" (which some assume to be the digitally manipulated doppelgänger that appears in the background throughout the song [see Letts 2010, 227] ). [14] As already suggested, this type of motion toward direct address is extremely common. It reflects a long history of similar trajectories in lyric poetry. Shakespeare's Sonnet 30 (Vendler 2002, 178) famously begins with a first-person narrator describing painful reminiscences:
When to the sessions of sweet silent thought I summon up remembrance of things past, I sigh the lack of many a thing I sought, And with old woes new wail my dear time's waste . . .
But the poem ends with a surprising turn toward direct address, an expressive move that completely overturns the loneliness and despair that inhabits the first twelve lines:
But if the while I think on thee, dear friend, All losses are restored and sorrows end.
[15] The point I want to make, then, is that a shift in discourse toward greater intimacy is not only more likely to happen-by simply offering more information about who is communicating with whom-but also expressively significant. (10) Moving in the reverse direction-away from intimacy-is not impossible, but it is far less common. It requires, in effect, "erasing" previous assumptions about a song's "I" or "you." I will address several such examples below, but I first need to establish other crucial aspects of the movement towards intimacy, including two essential ways that shifts commonly occur.
Clarification vs. Substitution
[16] Examples 3a-b present lyrics from two well-known songs: "Heartbreak Hotel" by Elvis Presley and "In My Life" by the Beatles. They both feature familiar shifts in discourse. In "Heartbreak Hotel," the song's persona initially addresses an unspecified audience, offering a first-person narrative about how his/her "baby" left. But the end of each verse switches to direct address: "You make me so lonely, baby. I get so lonely, I could die." Quite obviously, there has been a substitution of addressee. The protagonist begins by addressing a person or group that presumably does not include his/her "baby," but reserves the most urgent lament for the lover's ears alone. This type of shift is extraordinarily common in popular music, often coinciding with formal divisions, frequently with verses in either third or first person and choruses with direct address. (11) Such songs move toward intimacy, but they repeat that cycle one or more times over the course of the song (assuming, as is typical, some number of alternations between verses and choruses). (12) [17] "In My Life" also features a move toward more intimate discourse, but it does so in an entirely different fashion. The song begins with what appears to be a simple first-person narrative, but switches, after the first minute of music, to direct address: "But of all these friends and lovers, there is no one [who] compares with you." Much like the Shakespeare sonnet above, we retrospectively understand that the entire text is addressed to a single person (this is true of all three examples in the introduction to this paper as well). But we still likely experience the moment-even if we've heard the song many times-as a dynamic and expressive shift. The abrupt change of focus forges an intimate bond between the singer and his lover. And it clarifies the overall mode of discourse rather than creating any substitutions.
[18] Conceptually, these categories are fairly simple, but there can be a great deal of ambiguity and complexity in the way songs invoke either possibility. Some singers adopt multiple roles over the course of a song-a substitution of the persona rather than the addressee-and we might find that possible moments of "clarification" aren't actually very clear at all. This depends, of course, on the various inconsistencies and ambiguities in any given set of lyrics. Though it is relatively easy to locate specific shifts in discourse in songs such as "In My Life," things aren't quite so well defined in songs like "I Am the Walrus." (13) Some lyrics simply resist easy classifications. In that sense, one might imagine a spectrum of complexity, where, on one side, are songs that consistently adopt a single mode of discourse (with direct address being the most common), and, on the other, songs that feature explicitly protean personas that frequently change roles and addressees (consider, for instance, Eminem's "Without Me," which mainly addresses a general audience, but often targets specific individuals and seems to involve both the 'Marshall Mathers' persona and the 'Slim Shady' persona). (14) Narrative Theory and Popular Song [19] My Example 1 uses fairly simple terminology that most readers, I suspect, will find easily understandable; the many complexities of narrative theory are, for the most part, unnecessary to support the basic argument that I'm advancing here. There are a few broad issues, however, that should be tackled before moving forward. Perhaps the most important has to do with the nature of "song personas" in most popular music. On the one hand, singers often adopt the role of storytellers, such as when Gordon Lightfoot sings about the wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald. On the other hand, singers often engage in mimetic role-playing, where they essentially present a monologue-or one half of a "dialogue"-from a limited "scene." This tends to happen in most love songs, where the singer addresses someone directly (e.g., "Earth Angel, will you be mine?"). But this distinction-between storyteller and role-player-actually becomes quite blurred in many cases. A song like "Johnny B. Goode" is mostly a third-person narrative about a country boy who plays guitar. In that sense, Chuck Berry takes on a clear role as "singer/storyteller." But the choruses, "Go, Johnny go!" involve a brief bit of mimetic role-playing. They not only imply direct address from someone within the story (someone cheering on Johnny directly), but the guitar licks also suggest that Berry takes on the role of Johnny himself. Similarly, even a simple mimetic love song such as "Earth Angel" features a certain amount of narration, a story within the "scene" ("I fell for you and I knew . . . ").
[20] This fluidity between roles raises the question of whether or not it would be wise to incorporate more sophisticated terminology into the model that I've presented above. H. Porter Abbott, for instance, suggests that Gerard Genette's concept of "focalization" better captures the dynamics of most literary narratives than the standard use of "first person" or "third person" perspectives (2008, 75) . But focalization-a term usually associated with a distinction between "who sees"
and "who speaks" (Genette 1980, 186) -has itself been the source of a great deal of debate and confusion (see Nelles 1990 and Fludernik 2001) . And although focalization has been a highly attractive concept for scholars of novels and films, nobody has yet made a strong case for its application to popular music. More relevant to this study, perhaps, is Genette's concept of "narrative mood," which explicitly addresses aspects of narrative "distance" (specifically, the degree to which the narrator is involved in the storytelling). These concepts have considerable potential-there are undoubtedly significant benefits to re-thinking the role of Genette's ideas with regard to popular music-but they aren't necessary to explain the general motion from "distance" to "intimacy" that I've outlined here. (15) Dynamic Discourse and the "Double Address" [21] In 1985, during the Live Aid concert at Wembley Stadium, Bono, U2's lead singer, initiated what would become a notorious moment in his career. In the midst of the song "Bad," he jumped off the stage, pulled a fifteen-year-old girl out of the crowd, and began slow-dancing with her as the band impatiently waited above, looping a simple two-chord progression. The moment resonated with many people because of the extraordinary contrast between the intimacy of their "private" moment against the sheer size of the audience (both the thousands in the stadium itself and the millions watching worldwide on television). This would become a common theatrical stunt for Bono and it is undoubtedly effective-and affective -partly because it is a natural extension of what already happens with many pop songs. Singers perform in front of an audience, but they often sing with an intimate direct address that imagines an isolated, private experience. (16) [22] This paradox allows singer-songwriters to take advantage of the constant opportunity for what we might think of as a "double address": the possibility of addressing both the imagined characters in a song's fictional world and the real audience of listeners, whether in a concert hall or elsewhere. We might think of this as similar to "breaking the fourth wall" in stage drama, but the analogy doesn't quite work given how comparatively smoothly song personas tend to move between the different types of address (nothing seems to be "broken" when this happens). Comparisons with poetic personas are, perhaps, more apt, but even then the degree of fluidity isn't precisely the same. Put simply, pop music personas seem to be unique in the extraordinary ease and smoothness with which they can shuttle back and forth between these two types of address.
[23] Consider U2's "With or Without You," which is fairly typical for the band in terms of its use of substitution (see Example 4). (17) The persona of this song, whether we think of him as Bono or some other fictional entity, primarily sings with second person, direct address: "See the stone set in your eyes / see the thorn twist in your side / I wait for you." This, of course, is typical for songs about romantic love. But at two points in the song, he refers to his lover in the third person. We have, early on, the line, "on a bed of nails she makes me wait," and later, "my hands are tied, my body bruised / she got me with nothing to win and nothing left to lose." [24] In the book Jokerman, Aidan Day discusses similar kinds of substitutions in various live recordings of Bob Dylan's "Tangled Up In Blue" and seemingly suggests that it doesn't necessarily matter that much: "it is all one to the soul," he writes (1988, 65) . We might feel the same about "With or Without You"; the song presents a suffering persona, laying bare his pain and torment in an obviously complicated relationship. This comes across whether the persona sings "she" or "you." And we could certainly imagine performances of this song where these moments are kept consistent with the direct address of the rest of the song. The lyrics could easily become: "on a bed of nails you make me wait" and "you've got me with nothing to win." If this happened during a live performance it's hard to imagine that any but the most diehard fans would even notice the change.
[25] But this doesn't mean that these pronoun shifts are unimportant. In fact, there are several ways in which the changes in perspective might be deemed significant. Perhaps the most obvious is that the song presents us with a persona who is suffering whether his lover is present or absent. The lyrics intensify that split by, on the one hand, featuring direct address, as if the woman is right there before him, but, on the other hand, referring to her twice in the third person. The discourse, in other words, reinforces the message.
[26] But the discourse also tilts the song more toward a sense of absence than presence. Is the lover present in this song at all? Despite all the use of direct address, the song not only slips twice into third person, but also includes the lines "I wait for you" and "I'm waiting for you." This opens up the possibility that the song is an anguished cry within the psyche of the suffering persona. He's addressing a mental image of her, but she isn't there. This interpretation would be less convincing with consistent direct address, and would make the lines about waiting somewhat nonsensical.
[27] The pronoun shifts also reinforce the overall wave-like dynamic of the song's evolving form. (18) The song has several loose sections that progressively swell in texture and dynamics over a continuous, looping chord progression. A gradual sense of verses, choruses and prechoruses emerges, but these distinctions aren't clearly defined for much of the song. Of particular interest is the "you give yourself away" section, which suggests the energy build-up of a typical prechorus, but only functions as a "real" prechorus on its second appearance. (19) As shown in Example 4, a distinct pattern gradually emerges regarding repetitions of the word "you." For the first two sections, the word occurs once in each. For the next two sections, it occurs twice in each. "You" then occurs three times in the chorus and five times in the prechorus, all of this over a gradual crescendo. But, as mentioned above, the first prechorus doesn't lead toward a climax; rather, it withdraws into another verse with the third-person appearance of "she" and no occurrences of the word "you." This is a critical moment: there is a sense that the song temporarily avoids the emotional climax and withdraws from direct address, but this withdrawal only serves to emphasize the subsequent insistence on "you" in the returning prechorus section (the "real," functional prechorus) and the inevitable buildup to a climax. The third-person moments, then, are temporary retractions from the emphasis on "you," which help articulate the overall wave-like trajectory. (20) The more the song turns toward direct address, the more emotional and pained the expression becomes. (21) [28] Finally, as many people have pointed out, the very act of singing puts the performer in a deeply vulnerable position. (22) The climax of "With or Without You" is a perfect example. Listeners no doubt often experience this music by identifying strongly with the song persona in an empathic way. This is relevant to the pronoun substitutions because they allow for a double expression: a confession of pain and suffering both to the lover herself and to a general audience. In the crudest sense, the persona is saying, "you hurt me," but also exposing himself to a much larger group and saying, "see how much she hurts me." The expressiveness and emotional vulnerability, in other words, are amplified by the sense of a double address. (23) The "Distant → Intimate" Template
[29] Lyrics can turn toward more intimate discourse at any point in a song. It sometimes happens very early on, as in Bruce Springsteen's "Thunder Road":
The screen door slams, Mary's dress waves Like a vision she dances across the porch as the radio plays Roy Orbison singing for the lonely Hey that's me and I want you only . . . It is also quite common for songs to shift perspective closer to the end. Examples 5a-b present excerpts from lyrics by Bob Dylan and Paul Simon. In very different ways, the songs become considerably more intimate in the final verses. Such "end-oriented" moves are very common. They allow for an expressive twist that can change the entire dynamic of the song. Neil Young's "Cortez the Killer" is a particularly interesting case. It begins with six verses of third-person, historical narrative, somewhat in the form of a traditional ballad. The first two verses set the scene:
He came dancing across the water With his galleons and guns Looking for the new world and the palace in the sun.
On the shore lay Montezuma With his coca leaves and pearls In his halls he often wandered With the secrets of the worlds.
But the final verse makes a startling shift into reflective, first-person reminiscence:
And I know she's living there And she loves me to this day I still can't remember when Or how I lost my way.
[30] This last verse is striking not just because it introduces a personal love story into the wider historical narrative, but also because the singer suddenly takes on the role of a diegetic character. (24) The song is no longer sung by Neil Young as a contemporary narrator, but by a survivor of the Spanish conquest. The song hinges on the contrast between human suffering on a massive scale versus the individual pain of lost love.
[31] Especially interesting are songs that seem to be entirely structured by carefully controlled changes in the singer's subject position. This can happen even in otherwise "simple" songs. Consider John Denver's "Back Home Again" (Example 6). The first two verses feature covert, second-person narration. This creates a more intimate atmosphere than third person, but it ultimately has a similar effect. The song introduces a particular character from the standpoint of a hidden narrator: the narrator speaks of a woman who waits for her loved one, presumably her husband, to return from the road, but instead of referring to "her," the narrator uses the more intimate pronoun "you."
[32] The subsequent chorus involves a substitution of the song's persona. In place of covert narration, the diegetic song now comes from the perspective of the homecoming protagonist. Although it isn't made clear yet, it is possible that the narrator has now taken on the role of the trucker-the man referred to as "him" in the prior verse. Yet if that is the case, the song does not proceed in chronological order (which is not uncommon in verse-chorus forms). The subsequent verse returns to the covert narration, and the song's "camera" re-focuses on the woman waiting for her husband to reveal a fuller picture -learning about her neighbors, her mother, and the baby in her belly. The first chorus, then, is a jump-cut to the future, or perhaps even a fantasy in the mind of the waiting woman.
[33] The second chorus returns to the trucker's perspective ("Hey, it's good to be back home again"). This time, however, the substitution sticks. The bridge section that follows confirms this with the first appearance of both "I" and "you." The song's central idea (homecoming) is thus reinforced dynamically with the narrative switch from a "distant" narrator to a fully present, diegetic character. Throughout the song, John Denver adopts a persona that consistently refers to the woman with an affectionate "you," first as a narrator, then as a partner. But the progression towards greater intimacy is unmistakable.
[34] Another example of a gradual progression occurs in Prince's "Sign o' the Times" (Example 7). The initial verses dispassionately catalogue various global and domestic tragedies. The narrator first sings about a couple that dies of AIDS in France and then begins a move toward greater intimacy by turning attention toward "home," where we learn about gang violence, a deadly hurricane, poverty, matricide, and drug addiction. The last of these-addiction to heroin-is something that happens to the narrator's cousin. This reference to a family member is significant, because it begins to draw all of these large-scale calamities into the orbit of the narrator himself. It is a subtle turn toward intimacy that ultimately prepares for the bridge, a clear shift in expressive register, where the singer breaks out of the limited melodic range of the verses and begins to adopt a more reflective, philosophical first-person stance, despite avoiding the pronouns "I" or "me." Instead of a simple list of terrible facts, he begins to use the interrogative voice: "It's silly, no?" And all of this leads to the direct address at the end: "let's fall in love, get married, have a baby."
[35] The ending offers a clear contrast with the opening story about the French couple that dies of AIDS. Whereas they were introduced from a distant, third-person perspective, the couple at the end is fully present with second-person, direct address. In fact, the ending presumably offers a "clarification" in that all of the lyrics might be interpreted as an address to the song persona's lover-a setup for the eventual proposal at the end. But notice that this proposal is sung with the same dispassionate voice heard from the beginning. And the silliness of the final rhyme-"if it's not too late . . . We'll call him Nate, if it's a boy"-puts an ironic twist on everything. Is this proposal serious? Was it all just a pick-up line?
[36] A more complex example is Led Zeppelin's "Stairway to Heaven." As shown in Example 8, the song generally conforms to the "distant → intimate" template, but it also resists the pattern in some significant ways. Up until the famous entrance of John Bonham's drums, the progression toward intimacy is fairly obvious, with each shift accompanied by a specific change in the music. It begins with a thin, "early music" sound, complete with a lament bass and a mournful recorder, all of which reinforce the third-person, "once-upon-a-time" aspect of the lyrics. The song's persona then adopts a more reflective, first-person perspective when the song shifts into strumming guitar chords and brief suggestions of a major key. Roughly two minutes after that, Bonham's drums initiate the move toward direct address, completing the progression from "she" to "I" to "you."
[37] But the song soon shifts toward the first-person plural (e.g., "as we wind on down the road") and the overall crescendo in texture and dynamics suggests a gathering of forces. There is, perhaps, something "intimate" about this turn toward "we"-it invites the listener into the song's Tolkienesque world-but the overall shift toward the explosive electric guitars seems strikingly less intimate than the thin, quiet texture of the opening. Moreover, the song ends with a return to the thirdperson narration from the beginning, except now with a lonely, unaccompanied solo voice (a reminder of how far we have come). The entire song, then, involves formal divisions that are closely linked with important shifts in narrative perspective: although the "distant → intimate" template is a salient part of the process, it involves complexities that resist any easy classification. (25) [38] A final example of address that moves toward intimacy, also quite complex, is "Dancing Barefoot," from the Patti Smith Group's 1979 album Wave. This is a song about hypnotic obsession, drawing together themes of sex, drugs, and religion. As shown in Example 9, the main body of the song features three cycles through a familiar verse→ prechorus→ chorus pattern. The verses are sung by a darkly seductive persona who tells of the narcotic obsession between two lovers. Especially noticeable is the repetitive and ungrammatical use of the pronouns "she" and "he," which help reinforce the strange, incantatory feel of the music. The characters have essentially been reduced to one-syllable names-"she" and "he"-possibly suggesting the universality and consistent historical recurrence of this situation. Smith primarily adopts the position of a third-person narrator, telling what happens to "she" and "he," but she also uses the word "thee," which suggests an initial direct address to the male lover: "she is addicted to thee." It is an archaic term, resonating with some of the other religious words and phrases that appear elsewhere in the lyrics. Its appearance here is surely motivated, at least in part, by the obsessive rhyming with long-e sounds: "she," "he," and "thee." (In practical terms, it would sound clumsy to repeat "he" at the end of both the second and fourth lines.) But it also suggests that the narrator isn't entirely removed from the story. Though she narrates as if from a distance, she is also capable of addressing the lovers directly.
[39] This initial direct address to the male lover eventually resonates with the climactic direct address at the song's end: "Oh God I fell for you." At that point in the song, there has been a clear substitution of the singing persona: "she" has been replaced with "I," and "thee" has been replaced by "you." But this crucial movement-from an external narrator to the addicted woman herself-first happens with the move from the verse into the prechorus. The contrast is unmistakable. Whereas the persona in the verses articulates confident declarative sentences, the persona of the prechorus and chorus is full of doubt, confusion, and powerlessness. She isn't in control of her own body.
[40] This substitution from "persona 1" to "persona 2" is reflected in the music. The chords in the prechorus are the same as the verse, but the melody is considerably different. In the verses, the narrator is melodically grounded in the tonic of E minor (See Example 10). Each line of text features descending gestures from G to E and B to E. The tonic note is articulated with each utterance of "she," "thee" and "he." But when the prechorus begins-when the singer adopts the position of the entranced woman-the music makes a dramatic shift. The melody breaks the prior pattern with a vigorous ascent, capped by an energetic leap up to D, the highest note of the vocal line (and a dissonant, non-chord tone). This is especially expressive in contrast with the prior descending gestures that were so strongly anchored to the E-minor tonic. Eventually, this prechorus will be associated with a loss of gravity, an idea that is already foreshadowed here (although, ironically, it is also the melody that sets "Oh God I fell for you.").
[41] The energy of the ascending pre-chorus melody surges into the chorus, which now features both a new melody and a new chord progression. But the only remaining shift in perspective occurs in the outro when Smith's voice splits in two. On the one hand is the repetitive direct address: "Oh God I fell for you." This is an extension of the persona from the prechorus and chorus (those sections describe a present-tense process, but here the past tense suggests that the hypnosis is complete). On the other hand, a second persona simultaneously speaks abstract poetry with a heavy emphasis on the first-person plural pronouns "we" and "us." This could be interpreted in several ways: it could be heard as an epilogue of sorts, with Smithas-narrator now addressing the audience directly ("we" referring to everyone). It could be interpreted as the continued voice of the obsessed woman-perhaps a future version of herself-speaking to her lover directly ("we" referring to the couple). It could also be a return to the first persona, the narrator of the verses. This latter possibility seems to be confirmed at the very end of the song with the reappearance of "she" and "he": "the hands of he and the promise that she is blessed among women." At the very least, the emphasis on "we" and "us" suggests a circular return of sorts, perhaps even a resolution of the song's many shifting perspectives.
[42] Rather than explore any of these particular interpretations in depth, I simply want to emphasize here the importance of the "distant → intimate" template for this song. Like many others, it is structured by crucial shifts in lyrical perspective that ultimately move in the direction of a climactic direct address. The song has much more to it than that singular trajectory, but its unique realization of the pattern is especially expressive.
[43] The following section discusses songs that move in the opposite direction (away from intimacy), but this must be prefaced with a necessary caveat: "distance" and "intimacy" are highly subjective terms; they suggest an emotional relationship that can be conveyed in ways that have nothing to do with the rhetorical complexities of shifting pronouns.
Moore, for instance, draws on the psychology of "interpersonal distance" to formulate a variety of ways that songs project different degrees of intimacy and distance. This includes different "zones" that range from "intimate" to "public," each determined by detailed features such as dynamics, vocal articulation (whispers vs. shouts), and the balance between voice and accompaniment (2012, . My overall argument-that songs frequently move toward more intimate discourse-is based on a narrow, but significant, part of this broader picture. Songs such as "Stairway to Heaven" show how movement toward intimacy in one domain-a switch from third-person to direct address-can be challenged by a move away from intimacy in other domains (following Moore, we might identify a shift into a more "public" zone based on the gradual increase in texture and dynamics along with the emphasized first-person plural). (26) Thus, although many of the songs that conform to the "distant → intimate" template will do so in obvious and unequivocal ways, we should never close ourselves off to more subtle and ambiguous interpretations. My argument here is based on general features that appear across a great many songs, but any individual close readings would require attentiveness to much more than the deployment of pronouns. (27) 
Alternatives
[44] The pervasiveness of the "distant → intimate" template sets in relief a variety of songs that markedly reverse the pattern by moving away from intimate discourse. Such songs are rare, but not to the point of insignificance. "The Boxer," by Simon and Garfunkel, is a fairly clear representative. The majority of the lyrics involve first-person narration-"I am just a poor boy though my story's seldom told"-but the final verse switches to a more distant third-person narrator: "In the clearing stands a boxer and a fighter by his trade." We don't know who sings this last verse (it could be the same narrator from before, only now telling a story within a story), but the switch to a more distant perspective reinforces the loneliness and despair that can be heard throughout the rest of the song. A similar effect happens in "(Don't Fear) The Reaper" by Blue Öyster Cult. The first two verses are a direct address: "we can become like they are . . . come on, baby." But the final verse steps back from the suicidal couple and watches from a distance: "she ran to him . . . then they started to fly." The song ends with an echo of the direct address from before ("come on, baby, don't fear the reaper") but by this point it is a line that is heard from afar as the couple disappears.
[45] Leonard Cohen's "Hallelujah" is famous for its many alternative sets of lyrics. Though the studio version from the 1984 album Various Positions contains only four verses, Cohen often sings additional verses in live performances and recordings. Most of these verses are addressed to various shifting individuals (e.g., "I used to live alone before I knew you."). But Jeff Buckley's famous cover from the 1994 album Grace ends with a verse that is somewhat of an exception: the "you" appears to be a generic, impersonal you (pronounced "ya" in the Buckley version). It isn't addressed to anyone in particular, other than the likely possibility that he's addressing himself (with "ya" replacing "me"):
Maybe there's a God above But all I've ever learned from love Was how to shoot somebody who outdrew ya It's not a cry you hear at night It's not somebody who's seen the light It's a cold and it's a broken Hallelujah Buckley's version is far more somber than the Cohen original, and the prevailing sense of isolation is reinforced by this fifth and final verse. The effect is of an unmistakable retraction, a sense of movement away from the intimacy of direct address. Like the other songs above, the final gesture, a "stepping backward," accentuates the overall melancholia of the entire song.
Concluding Thoughts
[46] In his monograph Performing Rites Simon Frith argues that "the use of language in pop songs has as much to do with establishing the communicative situation as with communicating" (1996, 168) . This is a broad statement that covers far more than the specific shifts in perspective that I explain above. It addresses all of the complexities that inhere in pop songs in general, including the tangled relationships between autobiographical singers, their "star" personas, their fictional song personas, and the various shifts in language, vocal timbre, gesture, and theatricality that inevitably arise in almost every song. But Frith's insistence on the importance of "the communicative situation" is instructive. As we have seen, basic questions about who is singing to whom can become a fruitful catalyst for analytical engagement. Each of the songs referenced above could be explored in far more depth-and using the "distant → intimate" template as a foundation for close readings of individual songs is an obvious possibility for future work in this area-but there are also two other critical areas to consider: one statistical, the other historical.
[47] In terms of statistics, we still know very little about how often songs engage in the kinds of dynamic discourse that I have outlined above. Unfortunately, providing such information is no easy task. The inherent ambiguities in many song lyrics make it difficult to provide any clear, objective data about how many songs engage in substitutions or clarifications with regard to the singer's perspective or the nature of the addressee(s). Nevertheless, even a loose, tentative accounting would be a step forward. Corpus studies on this topic would help form a necessary backdrop against which we could understand the particulars of any given song. Are certain patterns characteristic of particular singer-songwriters? Are there discernible trends across genres? And do these patterns change over time?
[48] This last question relates to broader historical issues. My focus thus far has been primarily with classic rock songs from the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. But when did it become common for songs to feature distinct shifts in lyrical discourse? We know that such shifts have been a part of lyric poetry for centuries, but when did they become a common aspect of contemporary song lyrics? Do these shifts relate to prior traditions in folk music or the blues? Are they a common feature in the songs of Tin Pan Alley? Were they related to the late '60s interest in beat poetry? An in-depth study of these historical trends would help provide context for the analysis of music-lyric interaction in more recent repertoire, (28) and would also help provide a foundation for similar research on other genres, including country, heavy metal, and hip hop.
[49] Most importantly, though, a focus on the various changes in the "addresser/addressee" relationship simply offers new ways to approach the complicated interaction between music and lyrics in general. Analysis of lyrics inevitably generates questions of meaning: What is the song about? But song lyrics are more than just riddles to be solved, and the way they affect us often has less to do with any concrete meanings than it does with a general expressive stance: someone telling us a story, confessing their jealousy, or professing their love. As demonstrated above, this can involve considerable complexity. For Frith, "to sing a lyric doesn't simplify the question of who is speaking to whom; it makes it more complicated" (1996, 184) . These complications can be vexing, but they are also an invitation for deeper engagement-an invitation to track the various paths from "me" to "you." 
